
NEXUS
Human Rights Assignment

Rights and Responsibilities
Expectations:
	Individual’s rights to function in a climate free from abuse and harassment
Appropriate methods of dealing with and reporting concerns or problems at the placement


The Ontario Human Rights Code
The Ontario Human Rights Code was proclaimed in order to provide comprehensive human rights legislation to protect the rights of all people in Ontario.

The Preamble states that we recognize that all people:
	Have human rights that cannot be infringed upon or dismissed;

Have individual dignity and worth;
Are entitled to equal rights and opportunities without discrimination;
Need a climate of understanding and mutual respect, so that everyone feels a part of society and can contribute fully to it.

The purpose of the legislation is to remedy the situation for the person or group discriminated against and prevent further discrimination.  It is not meant to punish the individual or company that has discriminated.

The Ontario Human Rights Code provides for civil remedies, not criminal penalties.  Individuals or companies found to have discriminated are not sent to jail but can be required to compensate a complainant or make major changes in the way they conduct their affairs.

Prohibited Grounds of Discrimination

The Ontario Human Rights Code recognizes that discrimination occurs most often because of a person’s membership in a particular group in society.  These are the fifteen prohibited grounds for discrimination:

Race	Common descent or external features such as skin colour, hair texture, facial characteristics 

Ancestry		Family descent

Place of Origin	Country or region

Colour		Associated with race

Ethnic Origin		Social, cultural or religious practices drawn from a common 
past

Citizenship		Membership in a state or nation

Creed		Religion or faith

Sex 	Discrimination can be sexual in nature, or because of gender or pregnancy

Sexual Orientation	Includes lesbian, gay, bisexual, transsexual, or heterosexual

Handicap		Physical disability or disfigurement caused by injury, illness 
or birth defect; learning disability; psychiatric disability

Age			18-65 years (employment)
			16+ years (housing)
			18+ years (all other areas)

Marital Status	Including cohabitation, widowhood, separation, same-
sex partners

Family Status	The parent/child relationship

Record of Offences	
Provincial offences or pardoned offences (in employment)

Receipt of Public
Assistance		In housing only


Assignment

Read over each Case Study, and answer the following questions.  If you wish to research more information, go to www.ohrc.on.ca This is the website for the Ontario Human Rights Commission.

As you review the case studies remember that the most important part is:  Say no to harassment.  If you have not told the person, then you have no reason to report the harassment.  The harassing person needs to know that you are uncomfortable, and do not appreciate their actions.

Each case study has an outline of the problem solving model.  Use this guide to provide information regarding decisions and problem solving.

Complete the suggestions for your case study.  Write the suggestions on the page and submit your work to the cooperative education teacher.


All Case Studies are true stories.  The names and places have been changed.
Harassment in the Workplace
Case Study #1

Read over the case study.  Use the questions as a guide for the solution to the situation.  Record your suggestions.

Jim has a Cooperative Education placement at a small engine repair shop, as part of an Apprenticeship Program.  He is eager to start an apprenticeship when he graduates with his Grade 12.  The employer has stated many times there is room for another employee.  Jim’s first evaluation report was 82%, and he enjoys the learning and the work.

The lunch room at this shop is uncomfortable for Jim.  The walls are covered with women in little or no clothing and some are very suggestive poses.  Jim finds it difficult to enter the room without feeling uneasy.  Two other employees constantly tease Jim about his “sexual shyness.”  They tell him it’s part of being a “real man” and have often asked him to accompany them to the local bar with exotic dancers.

During the last monitoring meeting, the employer mentioned to the Cooperative Education teacher that Jim does not take a break, and will not eat his lunch in the lunch room with the other employees.

The Cooperative Education teacher talked with the owner, who laughed and said “The boys are only having fun with him.”  The pictures are still on the wall and Jim is thinking of quitting his Cooperative Education placement to get another job at McDonald’s.

What is the problem?




What could you try?





What is the next step?







Harassment in the Workplace
Case Study #2

Read over the case study.  Use the questions as a guide for the solution to the situation.  Record your suggestions.


Shawna has almost completed her OSSD and decides to take Cooperative Education at a construction site.  Shawna has an interest in an electrician apprenticeship.  She realizes the placement will be challenging, but looks forward to the experience.

The Cooperative Education teacher talks with the owner of the construction company who says he really needs more apprentices.  He says he would like to have Shawna for the Cooperative Education placement and maybe if everything works well, she could be registered as an apprentice.  Shawna is excited about the opportunity to learn from an experienced electrician.

The first day, Shawna reports to the on-site supervisor and explains that she is here for an interview as a Cooperative Education student.  The supervisor, a male, states he was not expecting a female and feels she is incapable of completing the tasks.  He informs her this is a “man’s world” and “no place for a woman.”  He also tells her “Things can get plenty rough around here, and women may not be able to handle the teasing from the guys.”

Shawna returns to her school to tell the Cooperative Education teacher that the supervisor was very mean and did not want her at the placement.

What is the problem?






What could you try?





What is the next step?






Harassment in the Workplace
Case Study #3

Read over the case study.  Use the questions as a guide for the solution to the situation.  Record your suggestions.

Joe has a Cooperative Education placement at the lab in the local hospital.  He has always had a keen interest in lab research and enjoys the challenges of his daily tasks.

Joe spends lots of time working closely with his supervisor, and they have become very close confidantes.  The supervisor tells Joe he is a homosexual and was in a relationship for five years.  Recently the relationship ended and the supervisor has been very lonely.  In a small town, he finds it difficult to meet the “right people.”

One day, the supervisor asks Joe if he has any thoughts about homosexual relationships and Joe truthfully answered that the thought had crossed his mind.  Joe is very confused about his feelings and his sexuality, and tells his supervisor that he has never really thought about a homosexual lifestyle.  Joe hopes that his supervisor doesn’t tell anyone about this conversation, but does not tell his supervisor to keep this confidential.  The next day, his supervisor asks Joe to go for a walk at break.  He asks Joe if he is interested in a date to go to the movies.  Joe is uncomfortable during the walk, but does not tell his supervisor that he is uncomfortable.

Joe writes about this in his journal, and his Cooperative Education teacher asks him if he would like to change the placement.  Joe really likes the placement but would like to find a way to stop this conversation.


What is the problem?




What could you try?





What is the next step?





